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Abstract: Drought monitoring is a fundamental ingredient of drought risk management. It is normally performed
using various drought indices that are effectively continuous functions of rainfall and other
hydrometeorological variables. In many instances drought indices used for monitoring purposes. However,
these indices are calculated at sites and it is required to estimate the spatial distribution of drought in the forms
of maps. Geostatistical methods allow the interpolation of spatially referenced data. They allow the prediction
of values for arbitrary points in the area of interest. In this research, several geostatistical methods including
Ordinary Kriging,Inverse Distance Weighted and Thin Palte Smoothing Splinewere assessed for the derivation
of maps of drought indices at 27 climatic stations in the Boushehr province of Iran. The results indicated that
IDW method with the power of two is more appropriate for spatial analysis of SPI index and Ordinary Kriging
method is more appropriate for spatial analysis of EDI index.
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INTRODUCTION Drought monitoring systems are fundamental tools in

Drought is a slow-onset, creeping hazard and a systems make it possible to track drought impact,
reappearing phenomenon in the arid and semi-arid progress, severity and areal range and can be used to
regions. In a large semi-arid country such as Iran, initiate drought possibility plans, if those are available.
precipitation is valuable and varies both in space and Monitoring is normally carried out using drought indices.
time. Thus, any departure in precipitation patterns rarely Many indices under different categories of drought have
leads to extensive natural disasters such as drought and been developed in the past to characterize the drought.
floods affecting environment, ecosystems and, These include the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI)
importantlyagricultural and economic sector. Drought in [4], which is widely used in the USA, the Deciles Index [5],
particular, is considered by many to be the most complex which is operational in Australia, the China-Z Index (CZI),
but least understood of all natural hazards, affecting more which is used by the National Metrological Center of
people than any other hazard [1]. Generally, large-scale China [6], Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) [7],
spatiotemporal variability in timing and duration of Aridity Index [8] and Percent Normal, Deciles [9] which
drought impact hinders a universal definition of drought. has gained world popularity, etc.Drought indices, in
However, Wilhite and Glantz [2] have categorized drought general, enable todiscoverthe onset of drought events
into meteorological (lack of precipitation); hydrological and enable their severity to be measured, thereby allowing
(drying of surface water storage); agricultural (lack of root an examination of the spatial and temporal characteristics
zone soil moisture) and socio-economic (lack ofwater of drought and comparisons between different regions to
supply for socio-economic purpose). Precipitation is the be made [10]. The majority of drought indices have a fixed
fundamental factor that controlling the formation and time-scale. For example, the PDSI has a time-scale of about
persistence of drought conditions, but evapotranspiration 9 months [11], which does not allow recognition of
is also a significant variable [3]. droughts   at   shorter   time   scales,   as   in   the   case  of

managing the risks connect to this natural disaster. Such
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agricultural drought. Most of these indices are calculated  meteorological studies. The kriging method was originally
using climate data from the meteorological stations, which developed by Matheron [21]. The method was first
are point measurements. For monitoring purposes, it is applied to mining engineering in South Africa [22] and
essential to operationally produce the maps of drought then to subsurface hydrology, e.g. to the estimationof
severity from point measurements to trace drought parameters [23] and network design of wells [24,
development in the entire region or country.Geostatistics 25].Tabios and Salas [26] compared the kriging method
provides  a  coherent  framework  forspatial  prediction and other available interpolation methods and concluded
and uncertainty quantification. Spatialprediction or that the kriging method is an effective alternative. For
interpolation  concerns  how  to estimatethe variable spatial drought monitoring, some authors applied the
under study at an un-sampled locationgiven sample WMA technique [27, 28]. Others suggest using a simple
observations at nearby locations.This process of spatial multiple linear regression-based model [29, 30].
estimation aims at finding asingle number at the un- In this article, several geostatistical methods
sampled location [12]. including the Ordinary kriging(OK), Inverse Distance

The aim of regionalizing the displayed data is to Weighted (IDW) and Thin Palte SmoothingSpline (TPSS)
provide a map which can help to demarcate growth areas methods were assessed to identify the optimum method
[13]. Contour line graphics are a feasible device for this for SPI and EDIIndices. 
purpose. Contours connect points with same procedures
values and can easily be generated for a given MATERIALS AND METHODS
interpolation. Among a large number of interpolation
algorithms, geostatistical methods are widely used. Meteorological Data: In this research due to the short
Geostatistical theory is based on a stochastic model period of records at more than 45 meteorological stations
which allows the derivation of optimal predictions at in the Boushehrprovince, the precipitation records from
arbitrary points in the considered region [14]. only 17 stations have been used (Figure 1). The record

A number of methods have been suggested for length at these stations is from January 1979 to December
surface interpolation of climate variables. The Thiessen 2008.
Polygon (TP) method [15] is the oldest and simplest and
is being widely used [16-18]. Other methods include the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI): Standardized
Weighted Moving Average (WMA) [19] and the Precipitation Index SPI [7] is primarily a tool for defining
Geostatisticsapproach. This approach includes a family of and monitoring drought events. This index may be
methods like kriging, cokriging, kriging with an external computed with different time steps (e.g. 1 month,
drift, Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW), Radial Basis 3months, 24 months). The SPI is defined for each of the
Functions (RBF), Thin Plate Smoothing Spline (TPSS) and above time scales as the difference between monthly
some others [20]. The comparison of these surface precipitation (x ) and the mean value ( ), divided by the
interpolation  methods  has  been  the   subject   of  many standard deviation(s):

i

Fig. 1: A schematic map of the Boushehr province showing the locations of the stations
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Table 1: Categorization of SPI values into classes

Drought Class Class definition SPI

3 Extremely Wet 2

2 Very Wet 1.5 to 1.99

1 Moderately Wet 1 to 1.49

0 Normal -0.99 to0.99

-1 Moderately dry -1 to-1.49

-2 Severely dry -1.5 to-1.99

-3 Extremely dry -2

Table 2: Categorization of EDI values into classes

Drought Class Class definition EDI

3 Extremely Wet 2.5

2 Very Wet 1.5 to 2.49

1 Moderately Wet 0.7 to 1.49

0 Normal 0.69 to-0.69

-1 Moderately dry -0.7 to-1.49

-2 Severely dry -1.5 to-2.49

-3 Extremely dry -2.5

Regarding that the monthly precipitation data may
include to many zero values it is anticipated that
precipitation values do not follow normal distribution.
Thus, one must carry out at first a transformation of the
data in order to follow a normal distribution. Therefore, a
theoretical cumulative probability distribution function is
adjusted on the precipitation data. Edwards and McKee
[31] applied the two-parameter gamma distribution for the
calculation of SPI, while Guttman[11], applied the Pearson
type III distribution. Categorization of SPI values is
shown in Table 1.

EDI: Effective drought Index was presented by Byun from
National UniversityBukyong, as EDI at 1996[32]. In this
index, drought is monitoring daily that this capability have
not been considered in other indexes. The most important
concept in this index is the effective precipitation (E.P) or
daily rainfall is depended to the time with a reduction
function. In other words, the effective precipitation of
every day was a function of same day rainfall and a
previous period of it’s thatthe recent precipitation have
more weight than precipitation are older. Computational
process of this index starts by selecting the assumed
period of water shortage and with continue the
calculations will be determined the actual period. This
assumed period can be 365 days (representative of the
total  amount  of  rain  water  stored  in  a   short   period).

After selecting an assumed continuation can be
continued the calculations according the following steps
[32]. Categorization of EDI values is shown in Table 2. To
calculate the SPI and EDI indexes was used of software
package DIP [33].

Spatial Interpolation Procedures: The spatial
interpolation methods used in this study include Ordinary
Kriging (OK), Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW) and Thin
Palte Smoothing Splines (TPSS).

Ordinary Kriging: The presence of a spatial structure
where observations close to each other are more alike
than those that are far apart (spatial autocorrelation) is a
prerequisite to the application of geostatistics [34]. The
experimental variogram measures the average degree of
dissimilarity between unsampled values and a nearby data
value [35] and thus can depict autocorrelation at various
distances. The value of the experimental variogram for a
separation distance of h (referred to as the lag) is half the
average squared difference between the value at z (xi) and
the value at z (xi + h) [36]:

where n is the number of pairs of data point, which are
separated by h distance; Z(xi ) and Z(xi + h) are the
amounts of the variable Z (xi) andZ(xi+h) locations.From
analysis of the experimentalvariogram, a suitable model
(e.g. spherical, exponential) is then fitted, usually by
weighted least squares and the four parameters: the sill,
range, nugget and anisotropy. The sill refers to variance
value at which the curve reaches the plateau sill. The total
separation distance from the lowest variance to the sill is
known as range. The variance at separation distance of
zero is called thenugget. Theoretically, it should be zero.
However, noise or uncertainty in the sample data may
produce variability that is not spatially dependent [37].
Anisotropyof the dataset explains spatial continuity with
respect to the defined direction. It may be equal in all
directions, which is known as an unidirectional
semivariogram.

Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW): Inverse Distance
Weighted interpolation clearly executes the assumption
that things that are close to one another are more alike
than those that are farther apart. To predict a value for
any unmeasured location, IDW will use the measured
values surrounding the prediction location. Those
measured  values  closest  to  the  prediction  location  will
have    more    influence   that   diminishes   with  distance.
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It weights the points closer to the prediction location Bias Error (MAE) and Mean Absolute Error (MBE) of the
greater than those farther away, hence the name inverse model. Whatever these two values are closer to zero
distance weighted. indicates the model accuracy is high. This calculation

Similar to kriging, inverse distance weighted directly method is as follows:
implements the assumption that a value of an attribute at
an unsampled location is a weighted average of known
data points within a local neighborhood surrounding the
unsampledlocation. The formula of this exact interpolator
is [38]:

Where x   is   the   estimation   point   and   xi   are  the Z (x ) isthe Measured amounts of desired variable and N0

data  points  within  a  chosen  neighborhood.  The is Number of data.
weights (r) are related to distance by dij, which is the
distance between the estimation point and the data RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
points. The IDW formula has the effect of giving data
points close to the interpolation point relatively large In fact, spatial analysis is the quality study of
weights whilst those far away exert little influence. The phenomena and processes that are occur in multi-
higher the weight used the more influence points close to dimensional space.Spatial analysis techniques in spatial
x  are given. statistics are formation very broad and diverse set of0

Thin Palte Smoothing Spline (TPSS): This is a of SPI and EDI are spatial variables or not, was assessed
mathematically elegant model for surface estimation that the Variogramfor various months that for example the
has been progressively developed over the last decade. Variogramis given for April and May 2000 for two above
The model smoothes the data through minimizing the indexes (Figure2and Figure 3).The figures are showed that
function, which combines the mean-square residuals and with increasing distance, the variance is large. This trend
the roughness of the signal surface [20]. This method indicated that there is the spatial continuity in two
uses a co-variance function to calculate ë [Equation (3)] indexes. This trend also was observed in most months.
as follows,and it is possible to apply a different power (k): Due to this characteristic that the standardized

created a change to be spatial variables of

where C(h) is co-variance function, h is distance drought indexes confidently. 
between the points and m is order of relative derivation For  drawing  the Variogramof indexes it is necessary
from the observed points. thatbe prepared the theoretical model of their at first and

Evaluation Criteria: Various methods of criteria MAE and MBE, be selected appropriate model
interpolationbased on Cross-Validation will be between of Circular, Exponential, Gaussian, Linear
investigated and evaluated. In this method, one point models.For spatial analysis, after fitting the models and
temporarily removed and applying the desired change parameters was used the kriging method. Then
interpolation the value for that point is estimated. So the were calculated error criteria by using of Cross-Validation
deleted amount return instead of itself and for the rest of techniques. Finally, by comparing the error values was
points is done this estimated. At the end is result a table selected the best model. Appropriate models for other
with two columns that showed the real and estimated months and also parameters of Variogram for two indexes
values. With these two values can be estimated the Mean SPI and EDI are presented in table3.

Where Z (x) is the estimated value of the desired variable,*
i

i

computing tools. To determine whether drought indices

precipitation for calculate the indexes do not able to

indexes.Therefore, we can used the mentioned of
Geostatisticsmethods in this study for spatial analysis of

then using by Cross-Validation techniques and error
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Fig. 2: The semivariograms of the drought indices SPI and EDI for March 2000

Fig. 3: The semivariograms of the drought indices SPI and EDI for April2000

Table 3: The main variogram features during October 1999 to September 2000
EDI SPI

Parameter ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------- Correlation Correlation
Month Model Nugget Sill Range (Km) coefficient Model Nugget Sill Range (Km) coefficient
Oct GA 0.129 1.90 115 0.89 Circular 0.014 0.280 71 0.84
Nov Circular 0.096 0.21 73 0.017 Circular 0.089 0.190 33 0.29
Dec Ex 0.160 0.33 33 0.062 Ex 0.052 0.063 33 0.013
Jan GA 0.071 0.14 23 0.53 Ex 0.001 0.060 10 0.018
Feb Ex 0.051 0.59 310 0.67 Ex 0.064 0.240 219 0.66
Mar Circular 0.110 1.79 60 0.43 Ex 0.001 0.100 88 0.89
Apr GA 0.080 0.26 80 0.16 Circular 0.036 0.110 64 0.23
May Ex 0.040 0.25 177 0.14 Circular 0.038 0.110 57 0.87
Jun Circular 0.040 0.40 25 0.2 Circular 0.04 0.120 67 0.77
Jul GA 0.091 2.24 231 0.21 Circular 0.033 0.110 65 0.74
Aug GA 0.710 1.99 486 0.14 Circular 0.001 0.360 58 0.73
Sep GA 0.110 1.29 0.12 56 Circular 122 0.590 0.001 0.85

After determined the spatial of drought indexes by without auxiliary variable (height). Studies showed that in
using of mentioned Geostatistics methods can be spatial most of the months power 2 lead to least error (MAE) and
analysis the above indexes. The basic requirement deviation (MBE) in the estimated. Also the use of height
tousing of kriging method the data is normal. So using of auxiliary variables was not result. In IDW method for
skewnessparameter was determined the normal status of optimizing two parameters neighborhood points and
data. Then by using of various methods such as methods variable power were used the set of {5,15,17,21} stations
in the GS  software and also using the BOX-COX and the number 2 and 3 for power, respectively to+

conversions automatically with 0.1 parameter there is in optimizing values are selected by using of error
ArcGis software, Data were normalized. Also TPSS criteria.The reason of choosing this set of numbers as the
method with power 2 and 3 were evaluated with and neighborhood  points  is the spatial relationship between
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Table 4: Assessment of geostatistical methods for spatial analysis of SPI and EDI drought indices during October 1999 to September 2000

SPI EDI
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MAE MBE MAE MBE

Indices ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
Method Kriging TPSS2 IDW2 Kriging TPSS2 IDW2 Kriging TPSS2 IDW3 Kriging TPSS2 IDW3

Oct 0.99 0.31 0.0300 -0.010 -0.008 -0.008 0.416 0.262 0.261 -0.025 -0.018 -0.035
Nov 0.98 0.57 0.0305 -0.001 0.007 -0.001 0.353 0.240 0.256 -0.013 -0.008 -0.011
Dec 0.64 0.62 0.0368 -0.033 0.007 0.024 0.241 0.302 0.369 0.004 0.017 -0.039
Jan 0.91 0.89 0.0197 -0.007 -0.001 -0.022 0.180 0.342 0.341 0.008 -0.01 -0.081
Feb 0.18 0.20 0.0215 0.004 -0.006 -0.011 0.276 0.334 0.312 0.017 -0.018 -0.057
Mar 0.49 0.46 0.0258 -0.003 -0.018 0 0.209 0.311 0.306 0.004 -0.013 -0.051
Apr 0.19 0.14 0.0326 -0.004 -0.026 -0.018 0.262 0.435 0.365 -0.003 0.01 -0.046
May 0.21 0.15 0.0331 -0.005 -0.025 -0.018 0.281 0.473 0.442 -0.004 0.012 -0.052
Jun 0.69 0.60 0.0281 -0.007 -0.017 -0.002 0.277 0.466 0.454 -0.001 0.01 -0.050
Jul 0.32 0.40 0.0281 -0.003 -0.022 -0.003 0.273 0.451 0.446 0.001 0.009 -0.049
Aug 0.57 0.53 0.0458 -0.005 -0.013 -0.002 0.424 0.449 0.416 -0.018 0.01 -0.046
Sep 0.94 0.30 0.0234 -0.010 0.007 -0.004 0.485 0.440 0.452 -0.021 0.011 -0.048

Fig. 4: The SPI and EDI maps for April 2000 based on selected interpolation methods

the station and the effect of radius. Studies showed that both error criteria for optimization method, IDW method
power 2 and neighborhood points 15 have higher are known as the best method again. For methods
accuracy. After spatial analysis of the Geostatistics analysis of EDI index was determined that Kriging method
methods can be assessment these methods. Assessment can be a good estimated of this index in unknown points
the methods were performed in two ways. The evaluation with least error (MAE). while the TPSS method is first rank
criteria in the first method are the error criteria MAE and of deviation (MBE) and krigingmethod is the second but
MBE.Table 4 show the estimated amount of error and because TPSS method is allocated to most error cannotbe
deviation values of the methods than the real values. introduced as best methd. For example, maps for April are
Based on this table for the index SPI, the lowest error presented forindexes SPI andEDI with best methods
(MAE) is related to the IDW method. However, the (Figure 4).
deviation of (MBE) is second. Also this method except in In the second method, the drought indexes maps
October,August and September months, have better were drawn with different methods to be compared of
accuracy in their calculations for the other months. On the quality. Figures 5 and 6 showedthe indexes SPI and EDI
other hand lowest volatility of MBE is related to kriging maps with Geostatistics methods for May 2000,
method. So if the MAE to be considered as a major factor respectively. As are observed the Kriging method (Figure
for selecting methods can introducethe IDW method as 5 and Figure 6) and Inverse Distance Weighted method
the better method.Even if the same time to be considerthe (Figure  5  and  6)  showedsimilar  situations  of  drought.
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TPSS (a) IDW (b) Kriging (c)
Fig. 5: The SPI maps for May 2000 based on Geostatistical Methods

TPSS (a) IDW (b) Kriging(c)
Fig. 6: The EDI maps for May 2000 based on Geostatistical Methods

Tpss (a) IDW (b) Kriging (c)
Fig. 7: The extrapolation status of SPI Index for May 2000

However, the method of TPSS (Figure 5 and Figure 6) is be noted that these methods could not to do a good
presented different situation.TPSS method despite extrapolation. So the parts of region in north and south
positive results in MAE values and being as the second especially that have the less density of stationare seen
best method was presented the maps that do not follow of severe changes in the estimation of drought classes.The
trendsand changes logically and has created some comparing of SPI index maps in Figure7, the extrapolation
inconsistenciesin northern and southern boundaries of of TPSS method andKriging method is determined that in
the study area especially. To justifying this situation can parts  of  region  with  good  distribution   of   stations  is
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performed similar interpolation. While the extrapolation of 4. Palmer, W.C., 1965. Meteorological drought.
two methods is very different.Due to these maps is clear Research Paper No. 45. U.S. Department of Commerce
the similarity of extrapolation of IDW method (Figure 7) Weather Bureau: Washington, DC.
and Kriging method very well. 5. Gibbs, W.J.   and   J.V.   Maher,   1967.  Rainfall

CONCLUSION Meteorology Bulletin No. 48. Commonwealth of

In this study, for spatial analysis of SPI and EDI 6. Wu,  H.,   M.J.   Hayes,   A.   Welss   and   Q.   Hu,
drought indexes in Boushehrwas used of kriging, Inverse 2001. An evaluation the standardized precipitation
Distance Weighted andTPSS methodsandthe following index,   the   china-z   index   and   the  statistical z-
results were obtained: score    International      Journal      of    Climatology,

Based on the used error criteria, were used different 7. McKee,  T.B.,  N.J.  Doesken  and  J.  Kleist,  1993.
methods for spatial analysis of the drought indexes The relationship of drought frequency and duration
and were selected the best method. So that the IDW to time scales. In Proceeding of the 8 th Conference
method with power 2 for spatial analysis of SPI index on   Applied   Climatology,   17-22   January,
was recognized as a best method also ordinary Anaheim: California, pp: 179-184.
kriging method was elected for spatial analysis of EDI 8. Gore, P.G., Sinha and K.C. Ray, 2002. Drought and
index as a better method. aridity over districts of Gujarat. Journal of
The impact ofneighborhoodpointson MAE and MBE Agrometeorology, 4: 75-85.
values in TPSS and IDW methods is very important. 9. Gibbs, W.J. and J.V. Maher, 1967. Rainfall deciles as
So that with applying different neighborhood points drought indicators. Bureau of Meteorology Bulletin
will change the assessment results. According to No. 48, Commonwealth of Australia, Melbourne.
these results was determined that the more number of 10. Alley, W.M., 1984. The Palmer Drought Severity
neighborhood points showed better results. Index: limitation and assumptions. Journal of Climate
Adequate and appropriate number and accurate and and Applied Meteorology, 23: 1100-1109.
principled distribution of meteorological stations and 11. Guttman, N.B., 1999. Comparing the Palmer drought
evaluation and assessment have a determining role in index and the standardized precipitation index.
the interpolation operation. Thus in regions that have Journal of  American  Water  Resource  Association,
not appropriate distribution and sufficient number of 34: 113-121.
stations should be priority for construction of new 12. Jingxiong, Z., Z.  Jinping,  and  Y.  Na,  2009.
stations compared to other areas. Geostatitics for Spatial Uncertainly Characterization.
Important result of this study was that is not Geo-spatial Information Science Journal, 12(1): 7-12.
important the calculation of desired drought index DOI: 10.1007/s11806-009-0191-3.
only to determining of drought situation of regions 13. Jansen,   M.,   V.   Stuber,   H.   Wachter,  R.   Schulz,
but the method was used to spatial analysis has W. Schmidt, J. Saborowski,  V.  Mues,  C.  Eberl  and
important role. B. Sloboda, 2002. Modeling of forest growth areas in
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